
TIDES: LOCALLY FAMILIAR 
AND ASTRONOMICALLY 
IMPORTANT ON SCALES 

FROM PLANETS TO GALAXIES 



The centrifugal accelerations 
are equal at D and B but the 

gravitational terms are not 



Much higher tides are associated 
with funnel-shaped coastal 

configurations 

Bay of Fundy, E. Canada 

High tidal amplitude + interaction with 
outflowing river  produces tidal bore  



Sun + moon give  pattern of 
spring and neap tides  

Recent speculation that spring/neap cycle important for emergence of tetrapods on earth 



TIDAL HEATING OF IO CAUSES 
EXTREME VULCANISM 

  Io’s volcano Tvashtar 
spewing out material 330 
km above  surface  

 Outer moons 
maintain Io in 
eccentric orbit – 
strong tidal 
distortions at 
pericentre  

TIDAL 
FORCING => 
EXTRME 
VULCANISM 

Coloration from 
molten sulphur pools  



How is energy transferred?  

•  Note high tide is slightly after moon is 
overhead 

Magnitude of torque depends on δ which depends on efficiency of 
frictional coupling between sea and ocean floor 



A tidally locked satellite…. 

•  Some extrasolar planets  are also tidally 
locked….implications for climate and 
habitability 

Can use Earthshine to measure spectrum of Earth as it would appear as an extrasolar planet 

Artist’s impression of climatic zones 
on tidally locked extraolsr planet  



Concept of Roche potential  
In a binary system, can construct potential s.t. its gradient gives acceleration in corotating frame 

Roche 
lobe 



`Tadpole’ and `horseshoe’ orbits 
in Roche potential  

Question: why are there STABLE ORBITS around 
L4 and L5 given these are potential maxima?  

The Earth’s `Trojan”: 2010 TK  



Nomenclature 
•  Binary star: `Roche radius’ 
•  Planet: `Hill radius’ 
•  Cluster: `Tidal radius’ 

 
 Same thing – object `over flows’ (is tidally 
stripped) if exceeds this critical radius 

Tidally disrupted star cluster  - 
 how do we know direction of its orbit? 



SCHEMATIC OF X-RAY 
BINARY 

Luminous accretion disc around neutron star is fed by Roche lobe overflow from companion 



DWARF GALAXIES ALSO 
TIDALLY STRIPPED WHEN 

FALL INTO MILKY WAY  

  See also Belokorov guest lecture 



Tidal capture involving two 
extended objects – where is 

majority of energy dissipated?  
•   At fixed pericentre: 
•   E_2/E_1= (M_1/M_2)  (R_2/R_1) 

Star:star: Energy mainly dissipated in primary 
 
 Star-planet: Energy mainly dissipated on secondary  
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The role of tidal circularisation in 
explaining planets with orbits 
misaligned with stellar spins 

Misaligned case: net 
blueshift throughout 
eclipse 

 
 Can measure this for transiting exoplanets by 
studying stellar line spectrum changes during transit 

Aligned case 

Symmetric lines => net redshift=>net blueshift 

ç 



If planet is in binary system with 
misaligned orbital plane can induce 

`Kozai cycles’ in planetary orbits 

•  In Kozai  cycle, strong tidal dissipation at 
pericentre in high e phase of Kozai cycle 
can circularise orbit, releasing it from Kozai 
driving and marooning it in inclined orbit 

Time (Myr) 



TIDAL CAPTURE CAN 
EXPLAIN X-RAY BINARIES 

And why these concentrate in the 
cores of globular clusters  



Tidal disruption of stars by black 
hole 

 
 Stars that `feed’ the black hole have 
orbital trajectories lying within a 
`loss cone’ (see Ex. Sheet 2 for q. on 
how stellar two-body relaxation can 
maintain a supply of stars within loss 
cone)  



How	  does	  (dal	  disrup(on	  work?	  

í	  

ì	  
This	  material	  is	  torqued	  down:	  loses	  energy	  

This	  material	  is	  torqued	  up:	  gains	  energy	  

	  
	  Bound:	  comes	  back	  
a=er	  an	  orbital	  
period	  

	  
	  
	  	  
	  Unbound	  

í 



Returning material should produce 
X-ray flare as its accreted by black 

hole 

	  
	  We	  can	  simply	  show	  that	  we	  expect	  the	  rate	  of	  fallback	  to	  scale	  as	  t^-‐5/3	  



Tidal interactions involving discs 
•  Example simulation using SPH 

(=Smoothed Particle Hydrodynamics) 

è 



Star-disc interactions in crowded 
environments: the Orion Nebula 

Cluster 

•  Distance of closest 
approach between stars 
logged in `N-body’ 
simulation over 10 Myr 

è 

Optical  Near infrared (NIR) 



Is RW Auriga undergoing a tidal 
encounter? 

Observed SPH simulation  



On scale of galaxies 
•  Many qualitative similarities 

Detailed comparison between 
simulations and M31/M52 system 



Good evidence that encounters 
affect amplitude of spiral 

structures in galaxies 

	  
	  
	  But	  low	  level	  spiral	  structure	  doesn’t	  
require	  such	  an	  encounter….	  


